Name: __________________________

Getting to Know Mary Colter

If someone helps you with an answer have him or her initial the line.

1. _____________________________
2. _____________________________
3. _____________________________
4. _____________________________
5. _____________________________
6. _____________________________
7. _____________________________
8. _____________________________
9. _____________________________
10. _____________________________
11. _____________________________
12. _____________________________
13. _____________________________
14. _____________________________
15. _____________________________
Getting to Know Mary Colter Questions

1. What was Colter’s first job with the Fred Harvey Company?
2. How did Mary Colter’s personality bring her added recognition?
3. Name three structures Miss Colter designed at Grand Canyon.
4. How did the beginning of World War I in 1917 affect tourism at Grand Canyon?
5. What project did Mary Colter create at the bottom of the canyon?
6. Who was Mary’s adopted family?
7. What were the Indian Detours that Fred Harvey offered?
8. What project did Miss Colter direct from a wheelchair after a crash in a taxi in Kansas City?
9. What was Colter’s philosophy about the buildings she created?
10. What is the framework of the Watchtower?
11. Who was Fred Kabotie and what was his connection to Mary Colter?
12. What is the height of the Watchtower?
13. What project did Mary Colter complete the same year as Hermit’s Rest?
14. Describe the buildings at Phantom Ranch.
15. When did Miss Colter’s career begin with Fred Harvey and the Railroad and when did she retire?